Cottage Law Statement

RBA supports all Cottage Industry Bakers and Decorators provided that the laws regulating them are no different than licensed retail bakeries. RBA opposes all “Cottage Industry” laws that treat home bakers and decorators differently from licensed retail bakeries in these key aspects:

1. Home baking/decorating facilities must be licensed by an appropriate government body.

2. They must be inspected in the same manner and the same frequency as licensed retail bakeries in the same jurisdiction.

3. They must carry the appropriate insurance (including but not limited to liability and worker’s compensation) for their activities.

4. They must remit all appropriate taxes in the same manner as a licensed retail bakery.

RBA believes competition works best with a level playing field and all participants operate under the same set of rules.

Membership has its benefits:

For more information about membership, contact the RBA office at 800.638.0924 or visit us at www.RetailBakersofAmerica.org!